THE RISE AND FALL OF THE MANGANESE ORE INDEX 37% MN, CIF TIANJIN, UNDER COVID-19
($ per dmtu)
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MARCH 13
Concern about
Covid-19 weakening
demand in China and
resulting oversupply
drives price down to
11-week low

JUNE 1
The South African government further
eases restrictions implemented to
combat the spread of Covid-19 in an
effort to boost economic activity

APRIL 30
Global manganese
production contracts
by 22% in April from
March, according to
the International
Manganese Institute
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MAY 1
The lockdown in South Africa is
relaxed and producers, such as
Tshipi, resume full production which
eases concern about limited supply

APRIL 24
First offers for 37% ore
since the lockdown began
results in the index price
leap-frogging higher-grade
material, which is less
exposed to South Africa,
and sends the index to a
five-month high

MAY 15
Falling portside
ore prices and
alloy market
sentiment weigh
on the seaborne
market

MAY 29
Aggressive bids and weak
sentiment mean the 37%
cif Tianjin index loses its
rare premium against its
44% counterpart

MAY 20
South African
production rises, but
the supply chain
continues to falter due
to Covid-19 hindering
production and logistics

MARCH 26
South Africa enters strict lockdown and mining
halts spark concern over tightened supply,
leading prices to soar
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JULY 3
Falling portside ore prices, weak alloy
and lower than expected tender prices
continue to weigh on seaborne ore
prices

JUNE 22
Port inventories at the
main Chinese ports of
Tianjin and Qinzhou
end a four-month slide,
with volumes starting to
build again - to
3.71-3.88 million tonnes

JULY 20
Soaring exports from
South Africa to China
following April’s low
threaten to oversupply
the market
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